
 

RE:  ULTRA-HIGH ALERT:  IMMINENT COUP / GLOBALIST ATTACK on USA:   
         

 JADE HELM/UWEX/CIA Black OP:  Ready to Induce Super Disasters, “Blue Beam Project” and  
         Martial Law—instate “New World Order”/ Take-Over of the United States and beyond 

 Who’s Most Probably behind the Leaks and Why?          
 

 
 

Dear President Trump,                                                                                                        March 21, 2017 

 
As an American citizen I feel a great sense of pride and celebration in your Presidency and Executive 
accomplishments.  Congratulations!  We share somewhat of kinship in that I was also born June 14th, 
(1947)…My parents once told me that the “Flag Day” parade was about celebrating USA and my 
birthday!  I will soon be celebrating the USA and two birthdays.   
 
 I am an environmental/legal researcher, teacher, singer-songwriter, writer/author, and former chair of 
the WI, Waushara County Democratic Party (2015). I enthusiastically voted for you! 
 
Please review this urgent information  without delay as our nation is in imminent and real danger of 
manmade ‘natural-disaster-attacks’ and  Jade-Helm/military coup. 
 
Given the complexity and seriousness  of our times, the “leaks”, and the need for all nations, Peoples 
and ‘media’ to understand  the ‘elite’ globalist hidden agenda!  Please forgive any redundancy, and 
assumption that you are aware of this information—but maybe not all. I believe that the most complete 
understanding of the whole, and parts is significant to our, present and future wellbeing, and survival 
 as a nation.   
 
STUNNING CONCLUSIONS:  
 
For the past three years I have researched the “whys” behind Obama’s seemingly senseless policies and 
reckless actions.  Over whelming evidence leads me to these conclusions:  1).  Barak Obama and his 
global elitist-masters and their Muslim Brotherhood /CIA cohorts are behind the surveillance, and 
seditious “leaks” in your administration, as well as the Trump and refugee-pause  protests, and global 
terrorism . 2).  ‘Elite’ globalists are in what they call their “end-game” [re: Joe Biden]—meaning, they 
are ready to spring their “New World Order” master-plan of ATTACK/ “clandestine-coup” upon your 

Presidency, the USA , and beyond.1.  (See End Notes for details).  As Rahm Emanuel said just the other 
week (Fox News cast 2-28-17): “Obama is ready to roll”.   
 
 Hillary Declares:  "We are going to provoke a war"... (on USA).  Obama  Declares: “The end of the   
Republic has never looked so good” # 2-B-6! 
 
These conclusions are based on piecing together the following facts, and findings which I document for 
you in this letter and its footnotes below.  I feel it is most urgent, Mr. President , that you and all U.S. 
military & “Jade Helm/‘Homeland Security’/special forces  Command , Congress and the Judiciary,  and 
media become fully aware of an imminent physical danger to themselves, our Nation, the People, and 
Earth-world. Obama, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the shadow ‘world-government’/ terrorist-masters 
must be stopped, for the sake of humanity, Earth, and all that is beautiful and good.  As long as the 
People remain in the Dark—we are All vulnerable to extinction!  
 

Barak Obama, is motivated by his concealed “Muslim Jihadist faith” and ambitions 2. —his global-
elitist dreams of a “New World Order” [NWO. ]:  a worldwide government, having a one-world ruler.  It  
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appears that globalist and Islamic dreams have merged to conjure a planetary “caliphate” of civil and 
‘religious’ rule, (CIA-Catholic/Jesuit, and Muslim/Sharia-law?)..  This NWO is to be facilitated and 
enforced by the globally networked Central Intelligence Agency and “Special Forces”, artificial 

intelligence [AI] and other advanced technologies. Barak Obama’s ambitions and his CIA background 
have emboldened him to use illegal, unconstitutional means to thrust himself into the Presidency.  He 
and his globalist ‘friends’ seek to enter into the ‘demonic realm’ of “New World Order” gods.. They seek 
a “singularity” so to serve their ‘Satanical’ glut for absolute power and control, and their evil 
supremacist/eugenics program , ‘UN Agenda 21’ (here and more inTrojan Presidency Reports).  
 

I am all but certain that the ongoing intelligence leaks are promoted and possibly generated by the 
elitist 3rd Reich-supporting old guard as well as the Jesuit-Vatican/Muslim-Brotherhood .  This would 

include the Bush-Clinton-Obama ‘left-over’ in your administration, as well as Obama himself—‘our’ 
Muslim ‘Trojan President’ who still envisions himself as ruler of the United States, and World..  
 
Barak Obama has ‘become ISIS’! (musartproject.com #3 and # 2).  He funded, weaponized and recruited 
ISIS terrorists, and is now their commander in Chief (within the United States , and perhaps  beyond?)..  
Barak was apparently groomed by the rogue CIA/globalist-elites to become their Trojan President, and 
cloaked Hydra of terror!   
 
ULTRA-HIGH- ALERT —OBAMA AND GLOBALIST-‘ELITES’ INTEND TO OVER-THROW YOUR PRESIDENCY:  
 
When the dots of the Obama/globalist “words, actions and paper trail” are connected, it becomes 
apparent that Obama and his globalist/Muslim associates intend to take-over the United States through 
an elaborate Jade-Helm 17 clandestine- coup which they are ready to spring as early as March 11th, or 
March 222nd , or 23rd, 2017! Being that Obama is in league with the darkest of actors, it is highly probable 
that he  would choose a significant date connected to Satanic/cult history —like “11”, or 22/2 x 11, as in 
the clandestine attacks on the Fukushima nuclear facilities (3-11-2011), and the twin towers  (9/11.).  
President, Obama and his contemporary Luciferian ‘globalist friends’ and their predecessors have 
conspired, and progressively set in place the technology ,.  infrastructure,   social-disorder , and ‘legal’ 
means 19. so to “appear” to ‘legitimately’ engage their deceptive end-game plan. The Muslim & globalist 
goal is—to “dominate the Human domain” . 

 Obama declares: "The end of the Republic has never 

looked so good"! 

 
The aforementioned  phrase, “Dominate the Human Domain”,  is bodaciously displayed  on the “Jade 
Helm 15” logo-flag (which I believe is symbolic of the New World order ‘trinity’)..  This flag was first used 
in the 2015 South Western  U.S. /UN /mercenary ‘Homeland Security’  “Jade-Helm” joint military training 
and “readiness” exercises  conducted by the U.S. army.  The question is

 readiness for what?   
 
Given Obama’s shadowy background, his deceptive and treasonous actions, lies, and fake birth 
certificate, and his self-chosen “tell-tale-name”,. the only reasonable answer is:  “readiness”  for a super-
spectacular “end-game” —a clandestine coup attempt  to take-over  democracy and gobble up nations 
throughout world, including the U.S. [See Raytheon’s AI software for global warfare networking, and the 
NASA’s “Future Wars” (presentation/document prescription) and “Blue Beam Project”].  
 
The NWO action-plan:  includes CREATING socio-economic and political unrest  (using  Hegalian 
Dialectic, & Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals tactics), as well as clandestine man-made/’ un-natural’ super 
disasters. Catastrophe, chaos and extreme fear has been planned to be an excuse-imperative for 
Presidential declaration of “national emergency” and “martial law”. This emergency declaration of  
martial law would ‘legitimately’ unleash deployment of nefarious Jade-Helm/Homeland Security forces:  
U.S./UN/mercenary, and foreign & domestic military, as well as UN police forces and possibly ‘alien’- 
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actors. .  It is likely that thousands of U.S. trained Syrians who were morphed into Muslim-ISIS ‘refugees’ 
(illegal immigrants) would pop out of U.S. safe cities as well as existing “underground” cells across the 
land. Traditional U.S. adversaries like N. Korea could take the opportunity to join the fray. 

 
Martial law legally usurps  the U.S. Constitution- Constitutional-law;  it thereby could legally do away 
with our nation’s Republic—our  Congressional  bi-cameral system of governance,  the Presidency,  and 
judiciary—the People’s democracy, and  civil rights including our right to vote and our right to “due 
process” under the law. Thus martial law with all its powers (as engineered  through  Obama’s executive 
orders and that of previous presidents, etc.,) has become the globalists ‘closet-legal-tool’  for the 
instatement of  a “New World Order”/absolute- dictatorship. 
  
 Martial law and dictatorship would give the globalist elites the power to instate their UN Agenda 21, 
‘New Reich’ eugenics/genocidal programs: . so to destroy 90% of the ‘deplorable’ human population and  
create a super race, and slave races (including human- robo-hybrids).  Global elitists intend to reap the 
world of its wealth, treasure, and natural resources. They intend to steal private and public property, 
and create a networked “singularity”—where ‘ALL’ is under their control:  food, water, shelter, 
commerce, transportation, currency,  genetic  heritage (DNA/reproduction/fertility) —even language,  
your thoughts, emotions, and all forms of information, media  and communications. This goes beyond 
Rockefeller’s Trilateral Commission mission, and Hitler’s NWO/Third Reich dreams.  It very well may 
incorporate help from the dark realms of Luciferin soul-ransomed ‘alien’ technologies.  Is this the reason 
why our stealth technologies are at least fifty years ahead of what is publicly known? 
 
The Trump Presidency could be tricked into declaring martial law—if the U.S. were to suffer a super 
catastrophe, &/or a series of national disasters, civil unrest, or attacks.  It is said that Satan’s greatest joy 
comes from getting others to harm themselves and that which they love. As you know, very bad actors 
are prepared to take the “HELM” from you if given the least chance.  They stand ready to invoke their 
Luciferian “New World Order” as solution” to the shock, chaos, and civil unrest they are working so hard 
to generate 
 
A Special Note  to you Mr. President and your administration.  I truly hope that all your efforts have 
not been in vein, and that you will find the information in this letter, and its links valuable towards 
meeting  your wonderful goals for the People and our nation.  As you well know, now is the time of the 
great change--- a pivoting point for all humanity, and our Creator’s Creation on Earth.  I pray the good 
guys win.  In my heart and soul,  I feel we do have a chance.  I’m willing to continue to try. With your 
outstanding team, wisdom, dedication, and faith in the goodness of Humanity and God, I believe we 
have a good chance—for a truly Great America and beautiful  future!  
 
My most Dear President Trump, and Administration, THANK YOU for all are doing for Your People, the 
United States of America, and for future generations. Your courage, foresight, and strength is an 
inspiration, and beacon of hope for the world.  If there is any way I can be of service to you, or your 
administration please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
May God  Always Bless and Protect You and Yours,  the USA,  Humanity and God’s Living Earth,  
 

     Karen J. W, H Dewey 

 
       Karen Dewey (aka Karen Harvey) 
                          END NOTES – (pages below this letter 
       920-383-7955, musartproject@gmail.com   
       525 W. Studebaker Ave.,   Amarillo, TX 79108 
       

mailto:musartproject@gmail.com


                                                                         
Please Note:  hash tagged numbers as in items  # 1. –  # 12., used  in the end-notes below, refer to 
musartproject.com webpage  topic-headlines.  These  hash-tagged items, and more can be accessed via 
my website which contains pertinent images, video,  commentary, and documentation.   
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice.  
 
‘ 

      END NOTES & IMPORTANT  DOCUMENTATION: 
 
 
While the U.S. is focusing military might and attentions abroad, there is over whelming evidence 

that we need to be in HIGH ALERT at home—it is vital that we be prepared to foil Obama’s 

imminent global-elitist/Jihadist joint-attack on our U.S. mainland. It appears that President Obama, 
and Bush set-up Jade-Helm/UWEX joint trainings of US/UN/ international-mercenaries and “special 
forces” for the purpose of a clandestine  attack on the U.S.A.  
 
 

1.  MULTI-ATTACK on U.S.A — Clandestine COUP by air, sea  & land:  
 

A. Space X “Dragon Rocket”:  Nuclear War head Strike:  
 

NASA Director D. Bushnell’s story/philosophy: “Play by Your Own Rules” 
 

 SPACE-X  Dragon Rocket XX23—appears to be scheduled to hit ocean plate-faults on the 
East Coast  of  the United States, (and possibly South America) , so to induce Tsunami 
waves. Any and all hit(s)  are scheduled to be passed off as  the predicted  “Planet X”/Nibiru 
or big asteroid event  

         (See Mudsartproject –# 5…Trojan presidency Report 2 page 5-9XXXXXXX) 
 

 SYMBOLS AND NUMEROLOGY on the Rocket and emblem-patch are tell-tale .  
 
 The X:  traditionally stands for death as in the skull and cross bones, or cross-out.     
‘’XX23”—xx + 2 = 22 (a favorite Satanic cult number.  22 + 3 = 25 and 2 + 5 = 7 (the 
numerologists representation of change, and  2 + 7 = 9 ( the occultist number for make it so, 
or for conjuring something) 
 

 The Dragon symbol  is used on the Space X rocket,  XX23 EchoStar mission and on for the 
mission’s rocket/satallite“emblem patch”.  True to the global–elitist pattern , multi-layered 
symbolism is brandished.   
 
Red “Dragon-Wave” looks like a “red wave” in tandum with a red “Muslim sword”.  Red is 
often symbolizes blood. Noteably, the “sword/wave”  Space X mission patch for the latest 
mission shows the dragon-wave  pointed directly off the U.S. East coast, close to New York. 
The latest March 18t, 2017rocket launch alarmingly unlike the previous  Space X launches , is 
NOT scheduled to make an Earth landing… 
 
The “X”--the SPACE X logo-font- letter for “X” on the Rocket and emblem resembles an 
abstract “Muslim sword”.  The X traditionally represents death, or cross bones (as in the 
pirate’s jolly roger), or ‘double crossing someone” or ‘crossing-out’ something .  Elan Musk’s  
Space X rockets have launched classified pay-loads  to the International space station). This  
March 18th, 2017, the Space X/ EchoStar mission is supposedly lifting a heavy  satellite. A 
network of many satellites are critical to the HAARP/NASA's “Blue Beam Project” ( See # 5... 
Trojan Presidency—Report 2  (pages 20-27)  
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B. HAARP  Attack(s)—Geo –Weather-Weapons of Mass Destruction and Cataclysmic Disasters:  
  
The Dark World of Environmental Warfare 
 
HAARP # 4. Trojan Presidency-- Report 1 (pgs. 10-18)  
and # 5. Trojan Presidency –Report 2 (Pgs 5-17) 
 
HAARP  is scheduled to strike U.S. coastal ocean plates, to cause  & magnify one or more great 
great Tunamis and floods.  A leaked Navy –emergency-escape-map shows the extent of expected 
inland water flow area. It covers NY sky scrapers,  Florida, and the entire U.S.A. East coast, (as far 
inland as the Appalachia Mountains). The Great Lakes become one lake, submerging the State of 
Wisconsin. It  spills over  Mississippi water-way-banks  for miles inland all the way to the Gulf. 
(See the The HAARP (Tesla based Frequency Weather-control/Geo-Weapon, located in Alaska) 
creates energy-  releases thousands of times stronger than lightening.  It has been clandestinely 
used to  target various Earth-ground and sky locations world-wide via sister antenna complexes , 
and satallites.    
 
Weather Weapons:  https://www.scribd.com/document/149686975/Weather-weapons-The-
Dark-World-Of-Environmental-Warfare-T-J-Coles 
 

C.   EMP ATTACK(s):  [electromagnetic pulse caused by a high altitude nuclear event ]—Capable 
burning out electronics and motors: disrupts communications,  transportation, electric, water,  
fuel  & food supplies .  See Obama’s FEMA CAMPS, and UN Agenda 21, and the Georgia Stones, 
and guillotines (The NWO plan to reduce human populations by 80-90%.  

       (Senate hearings on EMPXXXXX, Mid west Bread Basket VA Magazineposts) 
 
D. Jade Helm 15 & 16 / UWEX   

 (See also  https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice: 
 # 12 and  # 4, #, 5, Musart Project.com > Trojan presidency--1 & 2),  and  #  2, 3, 6, 7, 11.   

                          

 

        *** Jade Helm 15 & 16 (UWEX 16-17)--Coup on the USA, WORLD ***   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4310XOz4tc&feature=youtu.be 

 
E.  JADE HELM 16/ UWEX 16–now rehearsing for civil —inside-job on u.s.a.  multi-national  coup 

http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2016/02/08/jade-helm-16-uwex-is-now-rehearsing-for-
civil-war/ 

 
 Jade Helm: the hard Core Truth Explained 
  https://youtu.be/K4310XOz4tc 
 
  JADE HELM Explained 
  https://www.rt.com/usa/48273436-jade-helm-drill-explained/ 
 
 “Internment and Resettlement Manual:  
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIfRolNkMto 

 

F.   NASA’s Blue Beam Project—a holographic Spectacle of a Fake Armagedon complete with 

Ultra realistic sounds and animated images, and terrain—designed to intimidate populations to 
surrendering to the Martial Law and NEW WORLD ORDER Take-over of the United States and other 
nations of the World. NASA's “Blue Beam Project” (> # 4  Trojan Presidency –Report 1 (page 15-18). 
For graphics of the various Blue Beam holograms see # 5. Trojan Presidency—Report 2  (pages 20-27).  
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 ‘NEW WORLD ORDER’:  Globalist  MASTER PLAN/ ISLAMIC  BLUE  PRINT:    

 

 

 See “Trojan Presidency—Reports 1&2” and more documentation as follows: 

 

The Islamic-blue-print-document for the destruction of the USA from within!  

The Muslim Brotherhood Plan for America. “Shocking Proof Obama Betrayed 

America”: Brigitte Gabriel Reads   https://youtu.be/TFxNPvns7nU — 

 

 The Islamic extremist Muslim Brotherhood https://musartproject.com/environment-social-

justice funds global terrorism, and has multiple operative organizations within U.S. borders. 

Members hold many influential positions including advisor to Obama, governor of MI, and  

possibly the Islamic named CEO of the “DGA” firm in Barrington IL—DGA advertises its 

services for nuclear services and weather control! (Their ad- images shows both a nuclear 

fuel-rod-pool, and  HAARP in action: a super-bolt striking the Earth, from a tornadic 

cloud).— Weather and Earth- HAARP--Disasters for Hire, by DGA & Obama?!  > 

www.musartproject.com > # 5 “Trojan presidency –Report 2” pages 5-7 

 
       MASTER PLAN –the globalist New World Order, its master minds, and history: 

 

     https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice > # 4 “Trojan Presidency-Report 1”  > pgs. 1-7.   
    (Note CERN had may have been disabled).  
 
     NASA:  FUTURE of WARFARE http://www.stopthecrime.net/   
 
     NASA--Future Wars presentation Document --Stop the crimes document  --The FUTURE is NOW.  

 

 

   LEAKS ,  SURVELLIENCE and  INFILTRATION    
 

Observations:  With technology being  at least 50 years in advance of what is publicly  known,  isn’t 
it possible that Obama could have “electronic ears” pointed at the White House and Capitol? (After 
all, he lives within a few of blocks—deer hunters can buy devices to hear game or human 
conversations at least a mile away). Also Obama lagged, in the White House the eve of his exit—up to 
the hour of the time of the Trump , move-in.  Also Obama announced that he was purchasing all 
knew computers for  (the White House or was it for both the White House, and the Capitol and his 
agency offices?)  Obama had the “Master Movers” company in the White House [viewed parked 
outside on Fox News]—they also ‘move’ in Kenya (place of Obama’s  CIA’s Father’s  employment)—
could the “Master Movers”  actually be moving specialist who are also capable of bugging the White 
House?  Movers are popular with the Mafia.  ~ K. Harvey  
 

***New  secret espionage branch delving into CIA territory—Unaccountable*** Important 

article:  http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A29414-2005Jan22.html  
Not even Congress or the President may be aware, of the imminent coup threat, for a secret ‘special 
force branch’ of intelligence/special Op units exist at the pleasure of the Secretary of Defense (or CIA?) 
—The Special Force Branch is not publically known, and essentially is not ‘legally’ accountable to 
Congress, nor its budgets. ‘Deep-state’/shadow - government unaccountability was furthered by the 
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9/11/2001Twin Towers attacks which precipitated fear and hence ‘legalized’ breeches of the U.S. 
Constitution  in the name of national security---e.g.  the Patriot Act, and the AUMF [Authorized Use of 
Military Force on U.S. citizens at home and abroad, also on foreign persons/nations any-where, any 
time]. These unconstitutional power grabs gravely jeopardize our nation and homeland security, for 
they may be used in sum, to overthrow the U.S. Republic/U.S. Constitution, and Bill of Rights, in .  A 
string of executive orders defining Martial law authority have already been  engineered  so to grant total 
authority to the President  and his command under martial law.  

 
 
 
Judge Napolitano’s  Fox News interview 9-13-2017 on the White House leaks (British CIA?)   
https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY 
 

      Obama's  Muslim Sharia Advisor Appointees  (See also  
 
How many Muslims in Obama Administration--Search? 
 

Valerie Jarrett & the Muslim Brotherhood--Obamas Sr. Advisor 
 
***The Muslim Brotherhood in America & What to Do: *** 
 “The Enemy Within”—an overview, and 10 part short video- presentation by Frank Gaffney, former 
Sec. of Defense under Ronald Reagan, & currently president for the “Center of Security Policy” in D.C. 
 

 
2.  “OBAMA'S FAKE IDENTITIES, MUSLIM  FAITH and Dangerous  IDEOLOGIES”:  Items  headline # 1:  

 FAKE BIRTH CERTIFICATE--5 Yr investigation proved Obama's birth certificate is fake! :  

 Sheriff Joe Arpaio: Obama’s Birth Certificate is Forgery Press Conference 12/15/16 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuhF-Ok3djI  and update:      
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk3KRxTfkLM 

 OBAMA’S  SHADY BACKGROUND and FAKE IDENTITIES: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OI_4tuFz4g#t=3.003229 
 
 OBAMA'S OWN GRANDMOTHER  ADMITS HE WAS BORN IN KENYA: 
 https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he- 

was-born-in-kenya/ 

 
DID OBAMA KILL HIS GRANDMOTHERS ? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD6fEkUaBTU  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpWKCmFs4Vo&feature=related 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20160415010333/http://beforeitsnews.com/obama-

birthplace-controversy/2012/05/did-obama-kill-his-grandmother-2184266.html 

 
OBAMA’s MUSLIM FAITH: 
 
   OBAMA GAFF--SAYS "MY MUSLIM FAITH'  IN ABC INTERVIEW:  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVn59TC2QqM 

 
   OBAMA THE MUSLIM--IN HIS OWN WORDS      
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE9mZCRX2mg 
 
     OBAMA Denies JESUS  Obama Denies Jesus Again! 4/16/09 by kduron2082 1,811,045 views  

https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY
https://youtu.be/r5wAuOvMVaY
http://freedomoutpost.com/sharia-advisers-barack-obamas-muslim-appointees/
https://www.google.com/search?biw=1309&bih=601&q=how+many+muslims+in+obama+administration&revid=1588662052&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX1Mvy8N7KAhUEyj4KHV34A8YQ1QIIWigA
http://blackquillandink.com/?page_id=12109
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk3KRxTfkLM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OI_4tuFz4g#t=3.003229
https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he-
https://www.mrconservative.com/2014/10/51944-obamas-own-grandmother-admits-he-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fD6fEkUaBTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpWKCmFs4Vo&feature=related
http://web.archive.org/web/20160415010333/http:/beforeitsnews.com/obama-birthplace-controversy/2012/05/did-obama-kill-his-grandmother-2184266.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20160415010333/http:/beforeitsnews.com/obama-birthplace-controversy/2012/05/did-obama-kill-his-grandmother-2184266.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVn59TC2QqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE9mZCRX2mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqncQ85Q1qA


 

 OBAMA'S DANGEROUS IDEOLOGY— “a synthesis of…” 

 
 http://instigatornews.com/pavlov-orwell-alinsky-hitler-obama-synthesis-evil/   
               
              The Hegelian Dialectic:  a methodology used by Obama, terrorists & global-elitists: 
              "How to get what you want by all means necessary"  
              http://gulagbound.com/43720/hegelian-dialectics-for-dummies/ 
 
 BOMBSHELL:BARACK OBAMA CONCLUSIVELY OUTED AS CIA CREATION 
  https://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/ 
 
        

3. New World Order: “Trojan Presidency—Reports 1&2” and more 

  documentation as follows: 

 

“Shocking Proof Obama Betrayed America”: Brigitte Gabriel Reads the Muslim 

Brotherhood Plan for America. https://youtu.be/TFxNPvns7nU — 

The Islamic-blue-print document for the destruction of the USA from within!  

  

 The Islamic extremist Muslim Brotherhood https://musartproject.com/environment-social-

justice funds global terrorism, and has multiple operative organizations within U.S. borders. 

Members hold many influential positions including advisor to Obama, governor of MI, and  

possibly the Islamic named CEO of the “DGA” firm in Barrington IL—DGA advertises its 

services for nuclear services and weather control! (Their ad- images shows both a nuclear 

fuel-rod-pool, and  HAARP in action: a super-bolt striking the Earth, from a tornadic 

cloud).— Weather and Earth- HAARP--Disasters for Hire, by DGA & Obama?!  > 

www.musartproject.com > # 5 “Trojan presidency –Report 2” pages 5-7 

 

 

OBAMA AND HILLARY’S TREASONOUS ACTIONS AND INTENT:  

 
 Obama and the Fukushima Global Nuclear Catastrophe:  
 As Commander in Chief, Obama was/is responsible Fukushima Japan’s  ongoing nuclear super-
disaster of 3-11-2011—also the ensuing nuclear contaminations/genetic damages/cancers/food and 
water /and Pacific Ocean deaths & probable extinctions. 
     Recorded data reveal  HAARP- frequency- signatures of operation occurred at the place and time 
of the induced Japan Earth Quake, which caused the Tsunami.  DOE research and development was 
working on using HAARP to ‘study’ Earth quakes in the ‘80’s---they discovered that a HAARP’s  
frequency can indeed  induce  Earth quakes , especially when targeted on an Earth-plate-fault-line 
(such as that off the coast of Japan). The HAARP frequency signature has also been associatiated 
with the recent CA drought, and other  devestating weather events, including Hurricane Katrina. The 
patent which was used to create HAARP, is owned by the U.S. military. HAARP has been is/was 
under the command of the U.S. AF and Navy. Its Alaskan “Helm” facility-operation was supposedly 
turned over to the University of Alaska  in August of 2011. HAARP turned over to University of 
Alaska Aug. 2015. The University is reportedly contracting its HAARP facility out for “scientific 
research purposes “.  At least half a dozen more similar but larger facilities are being built in 
Europe…Technology out of Control?! 
 
      Leuren Moret - Fukushima HAARP nuclear attack by CIA, DOE, BP for London banks .  
      The Jewish Massad, and nuclear computer virus sabotage alleged.   
 
      Leuren Moret—“Fukushima Dust of Death” –a video.   

http://instigatornews.com/pavlov-orwell-alinsky-hitler-obama-synthesis-evil/
http://gulagbound.com/43720/hegelian-dialectics-for-dummies/
https://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/
https://youtu.be/TFxNPvns7nU
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://s3.amazonaws.com/content.sitezoogle.com/u/133590/6e2f917933186dff0e94469e71e5c09a4aaffe87/original/a-collection-of-articles-trojan-p-report-2-final-yes-send.pdf?response-content-type=application/pdf&scheme=&X-Amz-Expires=7200&X-Amz-Date=20170319T065131Z&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=AKIAJUKM2ICUMTYS6ISA/20170319/us-east-1/s3/aws4_request&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=eb9aed9bbeab0bcdceab21c3cfd8ffbb679517edf7a8dc94f8df4d72f7e28d52
http://www.musartproject.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htsWup50i3E


      Dr Moret is one of the world’s foremost  geo-nuclear physicists ,  also a crack Jewish historian  
      political and scientific researcher. She is a great humanitarian and activist-educator with amazing 
      vision and insights into world problems and solutions. 
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W12278KkzYE (a must see)      
 
       Fukushima--No More Seafood for You  Ocean PLANKTON INFECTED - GLOBAL DIE OFF Begun 
 - Now IRREVERSIBLE? 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d-wGf58nU8 
 

  Why votes against Hillary/Obama Could Stop NEW WORLD ORDER destruction!  
 https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice/ # 2 “Obama and Hillary’s Treasonous  
 Legacy”  … “Hillary & Obama’s  Public  & Private  ‘Opinions’ and  Actions” — an introduction 
 to Obama’s Hidden Legacy & Why It Matters to American Voters and All People.      
   

  Secret Papers Reveal Islamic Plan to Rule World: Obama Acting as Foreign Agent  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zT8tF41KDI 

 

Global CIA & Globalist Network. Trojan Presidency—Report 2”, pages. 46-64  # 5  

 

CIA global head quarters, & the Holy See/Vaticn: Trojan Presidency–Rept. 2,  # 5 pg.48-

54. (The Vatican is the main controller of CERN, & CIA intelligence (Catholic Intelligence 

Agency) 

 
AI  COMPUTERIZED  Network-WARFARE Program Ready to Usher NWO. 
 
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice  # 11.  
“Raytheon’s AI Global Warfare Networking Software---Orderd & Delivered”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKBPmq37Yo&feature=share  

 

UN Agenda 21—clandestine global depopulation by 70-90%  # 5. Trojan Presidency -

--Report 2 Pgs. 41-46 (See also “Georgia Stones” planted in the united States!) 

 

NWO Eugenics/Genocide: The Dark Agenda of Synthetic Biology —HOW 
CHEMTRAILS ARE AFFECTING YOU, and making you an antenna for mind control & ‘singularity’.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4  

 
 CIA and DARPA—Eugenics Programs and Facilities  in Britain and U.S.  

 CIA/DARPA/British Black Ops & facilities---check out side bar videos as well 
DARPA mind control-graphic  
 

Organizing & Actions the New World Order--White Cap & White Dragon 
Obama’s OFA (“Organizing for Action” website) 

 

Benjamin Fulford: 80 Different Countries have now Formed an Alliance Against the Old 

World Order / Nazi-esque Cabal.  
 
 

OBAMA’s Intimidations and THREATS:  

 

Nuclear Code Hijack? Obama's Announced Decision to take Nuclear Codes with him When He 

Leaves Office: This is  actually is true—I saw a video of his personal declaration--while he 

waved a suit-case (presumably containing the nuclear code-buttons—before his audience). 

Another not so funny joke!? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W12278KkzYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gs9yD7jneRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-d-wGf58nU8
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zT8tF41KDI
https://musartproject.com/environment-social-justice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKBPmq37Yo&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL44ke_NHk4
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/CIA--DARPA%20--.U.S-%20UK%20Wrld%20%20Black%20Ops%20facilities%20in%20Britain%20--B.%20King--see%20also%20side%20bar%20videos%20two.docx
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/CIA--DARPA%20--.U.S-%20UK%20Wrld%20%20Black%20Ops%20facilities%20in%20Britain%20--B.%20King--see%20also%20side%20bar%20videos%20two.docx
file:///C:/Users/KarenHarvey/Downloads/Desktop/DESKTOP--April%202016/ATTACKs--Disasters%20&%20Plans-Prep%20&%20Technologies/Darpa.jpg
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2016/09/benjamin-fulford-80-different-countries-have-now-formed-an-alliance-against-the-old-world-order-nazi-esque-cabal-3410854.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2016/09/benjamin-fulford-80-different-countries-have-now-formed-an-alliance-against-the-old-world-order-nazi-esque-cabal-3410854.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2016/09/benjamin-fulford-80-different-countries-have-now-formed-an-alliance-against-the-old-world-order-nazi-esque-cabal-3410854.html
http://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/obama-plans-to-take-nuclear-launch-codes-with-him-when-he-leaves-office
http://www.newyorker.com/humor/borowitz-report/obama-plans-to-take-nuclear-launch-codes-with-him-when-he-leaves-office


Legislators: Obama has made ‘controlling’threats to legislators—for one, by announcing they 

were all under surveillance.  

 

Warning to Texas: Obama also sent a Hitler style warning/communique to the Governor of 

Texas, concerning the TX state militia.  
   
The UN World Water Day Conference in Japan—a flag of intention?.  A gigantic banner was flown 
over the entrance of the Confernence  building.  It brandished an image of a gigantic human thumb print 
impressed upon a colossal drop of water.  Was this a precursor to the 3-11-11 Japan Fukushima Tsunami 
/nuclear disaster/attack which has imprinted the waters of the Earth with radioactivity? Why do the 
nuclear plants continue to spew and leak.  Why has the radiation not been contained? Why has there 
been a media blackout on the single most devastating disaster in all human history? The genetic 
integrity, and fertility of all life on planet Earth is at stake! Part of UN Agenda 21?!!! 
 
Assassination/Threat?  Supreme Court Justice Scalia’s untimely and peculiar death sent a chilling signal 
to all Conservative justices.    
 

Orchestrated Protests , Violence & Unrest:  Inaugeral, and Town Hall/Civic Disruptions and 

Violence: by Obama and his ‘global-elitist’friends including George Sorros, (and possibly the 

Clintons, and Bushes). George H.W. Bush was actually caught on camera using the pirate’s ‘slit-

throat gesture’, as he sat in the audience watching Trump the candidate speaking the nightof Jeb 

Bush’s drop out from the presidential race).  

  
How Obama is scheming to sabotage Trumps presidency--NY Post Trump is amassing an army of citizen 
protestors, and training thousands in Alinsky tactics via his OFA [“Organization for Action” school and 
website] and Obama Foundation.  
 
***Soros's Formula for Killing America: A Brief Guide, for Americans:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeM_l5mkyYc   (The Soros--the ‘New World Order’ machine)  
 
George Soros  Efforts  to Bring Down the Trump Presidency   
 
The Interview that George Soros Tried to Ban  (Getting inside his twisted mind) 
 
General Wesley Clark Explains ISIS Was Created by U.S./Allies  (New World Order tactics: enrich global 
eilites via military industrial complex/bankers-wars at the same time divide and conquer:  create social 
and economic political instability, and military over extension via ISIS /’war on terrorism’--Jihadist-
refugees to overwhelm nations and serve as soldiers of the NWO Coup ~ K. Harvey) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
### 
 
Karen  J.W.H. Dewey (aka Karen  Harvey) 
806-383-7955 
Musartproject.com 
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(CIA/Massad and Muslim-Brotherhood  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Obama’s Background and False Identity & Treasonous Actions: 
The underbelly purpose for proclamation of martial law would be, not to help the Nation and People, 
but , but to over-throw of the Republic of the United States of America.  A string of executive orders 
defining Martial law authority have already been  engineered  so to grant total authority to the 
President  and his command under martial law. 22..  
Obama took on the roll as is the global leader of ISIS. He funded them, and  conspired to become their 
leader for Jihad on America.   Why this conclusion?  
 
 
1). Barak Hussein Obama –was groomed by the globalist-elites and came out of the CIA: George Herbert 
Walker Bush was head of the CIA before becoming President; George W. created the clandestine branch 
of the CIA—headquarrtered in Sweeden?); Obama’s father worked for the CIA out of Kenya.xxxxxxxxxx 
 
1). Barak Obama changed his name, and was an illegitimate U.S. President with a fake identity— 
President Trump, you were so right, to first suggest he may not be an American citizen. (Sheriff 
xxxxxxxxxxx investigation proves his birth certificate was fake.  As did his Kenyan Grandmother’s taped 
statement that she witnessed his birth, in Kenya).  
 
2) Obama’s was a clandestine Muslim faith :  a) His slip of the tongue during his TV interview with 
george Stpenophalus where he said “my Muslim faith” xxxxxxties with Muslim Brotherhood. 
 



3). Obama’s ‘community organizer’ background:  Obama  (like Hillary) studied Saul Alinsky’s  book: Rules 
for Radicals which was dedicated to Satanxxxxx). Obama  further  identified with Hitler’s dark “New 
World Order” politic and means. Before his presidency, he visited Berlin’s, Pergamum Alter (called the 
“Seat of Satan”) where he  gave a “destiny”/NWO speech—in line with Hitler’s. 
 
drawing on Georg Hegel’s dialectic and Satanic practice (Hitler was in league with Muslim  and  
 
and ties to Islamic terrorist sponsors the Muslim BrotherhoodLike you first cautioned,  he was a fake 
president you first said These  
 
Refusing to use words Islmic terrorists, or Radical Muslim Terrorists 
 
Muslim Appointees and friends 
 
Bowoing before the Saudi King or& or Egyption King 
. Obama was caught before an intimate crowd saying in chorus and response “thank you Satan” 
 
Obama took on the roll as is the global leader of ISIS. He funded them, and  conspired to become their 
leader for Jihad on America.   Why this conclusion?   - Obama recruited Isis members (via Twitter photo), 
And organized the funding and weaponizing of ISIS 
 
While building up Al Queda, Obama purposefully weakened American military strenth, Constitutional 
government, and civil rights, and prepared Sharia-Muslim  dictatorship, and infrastructure for 
internment of U.S. citizens (and any objectors to his planened regeim- 
 -  Guillotines-Council  
 
- Obama’s Executive Orders, Memos and Presidential Directives by-pass and violate the U. S. 
Constitution. 
 
  I have reason to believe that Obama has trained and is training a clandestine army of mercinaries and 
terrorists  in the United States.  
My research and resolve is founded in my great love for my Country, Humanity, and the Earth, and 
Beauty.  My Christian faith has protected me. It guides me and pushes onward.   Through the  
revelations  as presented herein are painful to acknowledge---I believe they must be known, for we 
cannot fight an invisible enemy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


